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Copy number variation (CNV) detection is a relatively new genetic tool for finding effects 
of variation on disease. As marker density on single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) 
arrays is increasing, density of genome wide CNV data is also increasing, adding to the 
importance of data mining and visualization of CNV data. While many aspects of CNV 
data analysis present new challenges, interpretation of results and data mining for patterns 
connecting CNVs of interest to biologically relevant data are major tasks to achieve. The 
objective of this study is to create a programmatic tool to confront these challenges. This 
tool is a Java-based GUI. It incorporates a new statistic, the Normalized Singleton Ratio1, 
to determine the optimal CNV detection method and parameters for a dataset. Data mining 
was used to output and display patterns in the biological effects of significant CNVs that 
are relevant to a disease of interest. Data from CNV and gene databases, gene ontology 
(GO)2, Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man ® (OMIM®)3, pathways, and expression 
studies were extracted using CNVs from the user’s study and disease information input by 
the user. The resulting data patterns are visualized for the user to explore. The capabilities 
of this tool to incorporate and visualize data about a CNV’s potential biological effects are 
a significant step in the ability to find evidence tying CNVs to disease.   
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